Presentation CoSpace Lesson plan

Created by the CoSpaces team

Education level: From kindergarten
Subject: STEAM, social sciences, foreign languages, ELA
Format: Individual activity
Duration: Approx. 30 minutes

Introduction and lesson objectives:

This lesson plan is ideal to get started with CoSpaces Edu and works well as an introductory exercise for a first class. The task is to introduce yourself through a personal virtual CoSpace representing who you are.

It can be a good idea for the teacher to start the school year and present this activity with a “Meet the teacher” presentation CoSpace in which you can introduce yourself to your students and show them an example of what they’ll have to create.

Learning goals and student benefits:

- Encourage creativity
- Develop self-knowledge
- Develop design skills
- Develop communication skills
- Help engage with classmates
**Activity example:**

1. Introduce yourself and explain the activity with your “Meet the teacher” CoSpace.
2. Optionally, introduce CoSpaces Edu by showing the creation process you used.
3. Ask each of your students to create a CoSpace of their own introducing who they are and visually representing each of them. Make them feel free to get creative!
4. Let students personalize their CoSpace and explore CoSpaces Edu further by using various 3D creation tools, adding decorations to their CoSpaces, and maybe even using some animations to make their CoSpace more dynamic.
5. Optionally, ask your students to introduce themselves to the class, using their virtual CoSpace as a presentation support.

**Extension idea:**

Ask your students to each build a personal quiz based on the information they’ve added to their presentation CoSpace. They can then have fun asking their classmates to take their quiz.

**Assessment and evaluation suggestions:**

- Have your students designed an original presentation CoSpace that introduces who they are and represents themselves?
- Did your students put effort into designing their presentation CoSpace?
- Have your students managed to effectively communicate their ideas (visually and orally, if they presented to the class)?
To get started, lay out the scene for your presentation CoSpace or use the "All about me" presentation template and Remix it to get your own copy.

Start by choosing the ideal title for your presentation CoSpace.
You can edit the title text by double clicking on the banner.

Add your name to the preset text field to start turning the scene into your own virtual presentation CoSpace!
Add your portrait to the preset frame. To do this, go to the **Upload** tab and import your headshot from your computer.

You will then be able to simply drag and drop your picture into your scene.

Double or right-click the image and click **Attach** to place the image inside the frame.

Once you’re done with these basics, fill in all other frames and personalize your CoSpace as much as you want!
Example CoSpace

Hello!
My name is Ms Gary.

I’m looking forward to being your 4th grade teacher this year.

Let's work together to make this a productive, creative, and fun year!

Presentation template

[edu.cospaces.io/PWE-QCN]